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Forward 

 

I was 18, a photography student and I was very fortunate to have the chance to be one of 
the photographers at the "Bed in for Peace" in Montreal.  

 
I knew the radio announcer from CFOX Radio in Pointe Claire Quebec, who would host the 
live broadcast from the Queen Elizabeth Hotel on the first night of John Lennon's stay in 
Montreal. His name was Roger Scott, a brit, roger was 24, he did the evening show and 
loved the same music I did. I got an assignment from the photography school I was 
attending, to photograph someone at work. I call Roger and asked if he would mind if I 
came and shot photos of him at work. He agreed and stayed all evening talking and taking 
pictures. So when I asked if I could shot the LRB (Live Remote Broadcast) He agreed that 
I could take photos for the station, all I had to do was get an official invitation. 

I had a photograph mentor Gerry Dieter (late of Victoria BC, Kitimat BC, Vancouver BC, 
Montreal Que., New York City) Figure 8. Gerry was showing me what it was like to be a 
photographer, he was patient and kind and twice my age. I called Gerry and he got me the 
name of Richard Glanville-Brown of Capital Records. I call him and he agreed to give me 15 
minutes with John and Yoko during the live broadcast. 
 
Can you imagine! I was absolutely ecstatic!  I was going to meet John Lennon and I was going 
to be part of the live radio broadcast event.  
 
I, arrived at John Lennon's suite at Queen Elizabeth Hotel at 5:30 pm, having pushed my 
way through throngs of adoring fans who filled the corridors of the Queen Elizabeth 
Hotel.  A security guard sat at the entrance to the suite I announced that I was the 
photographer for CFOX Radio. I was then ushered into a room adjoining 'The Bed-In’ room 
and was told that the Montreal press would be finishing up with John in a few minutes. 
Roger Scott, Charles P. Rodney Chandler and I would then be introduced to John Lennon 
and Yoko Ono before 6 p.m. I would be given 15 minutes to take my photographs then I 
would have to leave. 
 
Derek Taylor came and got us and we were brought into the room! Derek introduced Roger 
and Charles, and then  me, our eyes met and I knew him and he knew me and we both sort of 
giggled and he said “Howdy Roy we haven’t have?”, I said “Think on a cosmic level many 
times!” john laughed and shook my hand! 

http://www.fairmont.com/queenelizabeth/
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The Recording Of Give Peace A Chance 

There I was, sitting in the room with John Lennon, Roger Scott, Charles P. Rodney Chandler 
and Yoko Ono. Roger was on the air interviewing John and I was seated in a corner of the 
room not more than 10 feet away, shooting images. After about 10 minutes of interviewing 
John, Roger had Charles P. Rodney Chandler play one of John’s songs. During the break I 
couldn't resist the temptation to go over and sit next to John and ask him a question. "John 
tells me what the meaning was behind Strawberry Fields Forever" I asked. "Well Roy, I will 
tell you. It was like this. We had 11 songs for the album and we needed one more song, so 
we wrote Strawberry Fields." "You mean, there were no deep psychedelic message about 
love, peace, eternity and all that?" I asked. "No nothing like that, it was just a song, Roy, 
just one of many songs. Other people gave them special meaning, depth and intent, we just 
wrote songs. The record company just kept telling us to put out more records and write 
more songs. We were just a bloody machine." 
 
There was one illusion completely destroyed! I believed every single word of every song 
that was on every album, came from Valhalla directly to the Beatles, with no intermediary 
steps. Boy was I wrong! 
 
So between songs, Roger would interview John, and during songs I would pepper John with 
questions. All the time snapping pictures with my beautiful Leicaflex 35mm camera. At one 
point, late into evening I ran out of film. I went over to 'Chuckie' Chandler, as he was 
affectionately known in the radio world and borrowed a few dollars to buy some film. I 
dashed down to the lobby and picked up a new roll, then rushed  

 
As I was leaving, Derek Taylor, John's secretary, assistant and friend, approached me and 
said that John was interested in looking at the pictures I had taken and could I possibly 
come over with some black and white proofs the next day.  No problem at all I 
said!  Although I had no darkroom and no way of developing the images, somehow I knew 
that I would be there the next day with the prints! Eventually I managed to get the use of 
a darkroom and enlarger, for a rental fee.  I rushed out and bought some photographic 
paper, got back to the darkroom and printed two 8 x 10 contact sheets. 
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The next day I returned to the QE Hotel and Derek brought me back into the room, where 
John sat up and looked at the images.  John told me that he wanted one 8 x 10 print of 
each of the pictures I had taken.  As I was leaving Richard Glenville Brown took me aside 
and asked me if I would do a set of prints for Capital Records. No problem, I replied, so 
now I had orders for 76 pictures at $10 each. That is $760 in one day, in one sitting, on the 
first professional job of my life in photography. 
 
Thus began an eight day adventure with John, Yoko and friends, which included the writing 
and recording session of the song "Give Peace a Chance". 
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Figure 1this is the recoding of the song Give Peace A Chance This is the recoding of the song Give Peace A Chance 

John had met Al Capp, Al was a right wing cartoonist, and he hated Hippies and made no bones about his 
dislike of John and Yoko. At one point calling Yoko a Vietnamese Whore! John was really furious and the 
next morning as we were having breakfast John was complaining about Al Capp. “He just doesn’t get it! All 
were doing is trying to give peace a chance. Shit that sounds like a song to be, hey Roy pass me my guitar 
would ya?” He picked up the guitar strummed a few cords and sang “Ev'rybody's talkin' 'bout Bagism, 
Shagism, Dragism, Madism, Ragism, Tagism This-ism, that-ism, ism ism ism All we are saying is give peace 
a chance All we are saying is give peace a chance” he Asked for a cardboard sheet and began writing the 
lyrics on the sheets we rehearsed the song for two days and on June 1st 1969 I took this photo of the 
recording. 
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Figure 2 This was a post bed in news conference the clean cut guy was a reporter with CFCF TV. Bill 
Huagland. Yoko was fed up at this point and just wanted to “Get the hell out of here!” 
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Figure 3 John gives an impish little smile. He got the “JOKE” 
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Figure 4 this is Tom Smothers. 

 Tom had been brought up to Montreal by Patrick Watson, a current affairs host on the CBC weekly show 
The Way It Is. He had also flown Tim Leary and Rosemary Leary and Al Capp. His show was very popular 
and a clip can be seen 
http://www.cbc.ca/player/Digital+Archives/CBC+Programs/Television/The+Way+It+Is/ID/1405797910/ 

 

http://www.cbc.ca/player/Digital+Archives/CBC+Programs/Television/The+Way+It+Is/ID/1405797910/
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Figure 5 This Henri Fiks, he was the cameraman for CBC shooting for Patrick Watson, he and I and Mike 
Lax who you’ll meet later some wicked Black hashish that I got from my man G. When I went down to 
Toronto to meet with John and show him my work, I stayed with Henri. He was as happy and full of fun as 
the images suggests. Thanks Henri for being so nice to me. 
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Figure 6 Figure 7 I was following John a Yoko Back from the front room and snapped this shot. I had a 
small flash on the camera and got John taking a loving glance over to Yoko. 
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Figure 7 The second of the recording pictures,  

I stood up and took the shot then the guy behind me pulled me down and gave a shush sign. The big strobe 
light I had made a pop sound each time I took a picture. 
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Figure 8 Courtesy R G-B lower res scan. 

Above the hangs a photo I took on the first evening. A very relaxed and happy John Lennon entertains as 
he rehearses Give Peace a Chance. From Left to right you have Nick Knowlan, French documentary film 
maker, John, Yoko, Gerry Dieter. 
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Figure 9 I wanted a Richard Glanville-Brown (Left) and Richie York (right) in this ‘formal’ photo. 
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Figure 10 Joe Glazner with John watching him. I only had a close up lens so I was literaly on the bed with John and 
Yoko. 
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Figure 11 I really like this photo of Yoko, you can see the conviction in her face she really belives what she is saying 
anmd it’s important to her that she be heard. Very often she would answer questions on John’s behalf. John was very 
comfortable with this arrangement. As he put it when we talked thais way I don’t open my big mouth and put both feet in 
it. That famous remarke of John’s when he was a beatle “We’re more famous than Jesus Christ has been requted 
incorrectly and mis-interpreted by many. He was just saying that more people knew of the Beatles than had known of 
Jesus Christ while he was alive. 
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Figure 12 John and Yoko reading the latest news on the war in Vietnam, that’s why they are so intent on getting every 
word. John shared  
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Figure 13 Sorry Joe Glazner but I did get one shot of Joe eyes open its next. How Joe got in was a very convoluted 
story he will tell in his own memoirs. He was a draft resistor and had left the US to avoid the Vietnam War. He was 
under indictment for desertion. He was writing an article for the Sunday Express. He had met Derek Taylor earlier and 
when he walked up to John’s floor and knocked on the door Derek answered and because Derek knew him he let him in. 
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Figure 14 Joseph I’m not sure what he was really doing there but he showed up and got to meet John and Yoko. You can 
see how relaxed John was. Yoko wasn’t as calm but she learned how to handle the situation and by day 3 she was much 
more at eaze. 
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Figure 15 You can imaging that this is what they would do in pricay of there own home, such an honour to have been part 
of this. 
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Figure 16 A very nice lady came and gave this bed spread 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17 This is one my favourite images. Taken on the 1st night, Yoko has said she wasn’t sure she could keep on going. 
John wrapped his arms around her and comforted her. I took my brother Nickolas and sister Hilary to meet John. He 
signed the photo and my brother has the original image.
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Figure 18 I’m not sure of his name but a reporter, from CFOX radio reading the Montreal Gazette 
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Figure 19 Yoko was getting tired John on the other hand was having a great chat with the fellow from CFOX 
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Figure 20 This young guy had a 20 dollar tape dack and was that close to John, the fellow on the left was a French 
documentry maker. I was so new that I didn’t write down names as I took pictures, hadn’t gotten that traing as I was 
taking Black and White phortography. Sould’a Could’a would’a… 
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Figure 21 Looking relaxed and calm, This was fairly late and we were waiting for the Hare Christina 
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Figure 22 Same night that is the back Of Allison Gordon  
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Figure 23 this pretty lady came up to me after she had interview John. She wanted some pictures to run with her story. 
Could she take a roll of film back to California use the pictures and send me back the photos. Sounds reasonable to you? 
Well she was very pretty and so I said “SURE!” Never saw her again but I did see my pictures in her story. I don’t have 
her name but if anyone knows who she is let me know. 
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Figure 24 Yoko looks a little peeved; I was under the impression that she might have been a little upset that she was 
SITTING ON THE BED! 
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Figure 25 That is me taken from CBC The Way It Is, 
that Derek Taylor to the right, Al Capp and Mike Lax 
with The head phones 

 

Figure 26 L-R, Allison Murray the K, Derek Taylor, 
Patrick Watson, R G_B 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27 L-R Murray the K, Norman Tamarkin , Patrick 
Watson, Richard G-B, Sarah Giles. This was taken in 
other room this is were we hung out when John was in 
with a private guest. At this momnet John was in with 
Tim Leary. 

 

Figure 28 John rehearses Give Peace a Chance 
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Figure 29 (R G-B) The amazing Richard Glanville Brown 

 

Figure 30 R G-B and Derek Taylor 

 

 

Richard Glanville-Brown is a member of the 
peerage of Britain. My impression was that he 
was working with Capital Records and was in 
Montreal that week to work with Derek and help 
out.  

He arranged to get Andre Perry of Val Morin 
Quebec, to bring portable recording to the room 
and record the song. 

Figure 31 this is Mike Lax the soundman for John 
Lennon. He had a great sense of humour that Alison 
Gordon looking very nice 
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Figure 32 R G-B chatting  

 

Figure 33 R G-B and Murry The K and Tommy 
Shnurmacker 

 

Figure 34 genral View of the Room L-R, R G-B, Nick 
Knowlan That French guy, John, Yoko, Mike Lax, Gerry 
Dieter 

 

Figure 35 This is the creative process in action, as john 
sings the verses and adds more. 
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Figure 36 A moment of affection  

 

 

gure 37 Nick and Mike ‘Interviewing’ Al Capp 
after John asked us to go and apologize to him 
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The people I met and what happened. 
 

Murray, The K, Kaufman 

Wikipedia say :” In the late 1940s and early 1950s, he worked in public relations and as a song 
plugger, helping to promote tunes like Bob Merrill's "How Much Is That Doggie In The Window." 
From there, he worked as a radio producer and co-host at WMCA (and briefly thereafter 
at WMGM), working with personalities such as Laraine Day on the late night interview program 
"Day At Night" and with Eva Gabor. At the same time, he was doing promotion for several 
baseball players, including Mickey Mantle and Willie Mays, and his radio beginnings may be 
attributable to his connection with the New York Giants, whose manager, Leo Durocher, was the 
husband of Laraine Day. His work on those shows earned him his own late-night show that often 
featured his wife as co-host, as was popular at the time. For a while in the 1950s he was 
president of the National Conference of Disk Jockeys.” 

He called himself the fifth Beatle and arranged for the Beatles to play the famous concert at 
Shay Stadium. He had come up invited by John to come and hang out with him. He only stayed for 
the one day I think Pat Watson had flown him up. 

I didn’t get to speak to Murray but I did eves drop on some chatter between Derek and him. 

 

Derek Taylor 

Derek was a really cool dude! When we first met he was pleasant and nice to me. When I had 
delivered my photos to John, he took me down to the lobby and over to cashier. There he 
proceeded to peel off and sign 7- $50 American Express Travellers cheques like this, 

 he had about 100 in a chequebook folder, n 1969 a brand new Austin 
Mini 850 cost $1100.00. I had never had so much money in life before. I had bought some film 
and a strobe unit and a ¼ oz. of black hashish. The next evening I asked John if he would like to 
have a toke of my hashish. He said “ Au, I’d love to but the Hare Krishna is coming and I need to 
straight, but ask Derek and Mike.” So I asked Derek, Mike and Tom if they would like a toke. The 
all said yes and we went down the hall to Derek’s room. Once there Derek went about ‘Securing 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Song_plugger
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Song_plugger
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bob_Merrill
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WMCA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WEPN
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laraine_Day
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eva_Gabor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mickey_Mantle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Willie_Mays
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Francisco_Giants
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leo_Durocher
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the Room!’ while he told me how the FBI. CIA and Mi5 and M4 were all here looking to destroy 
John’s life. He went to say that he knew this because he had been a member of the secret 
service! His securing of the room consisted of stuffing towels under the doors turning on the 
exhaust fan in the bathroom. He explained how these agencies we on a campaign at the request of 
the most powerful man in the world J. Edgar Hoover, the Director of the FBI who had dirt on 
every leading politician not just in the US but around the world. He directed that the FBI 
concentrate on and somehow arrest and jail John Lennon. I was amazed and fascinated he told me 
stories of intrigue and espionage I was sworn to never repeat. This is the recording of Give Peace 
A Chance        

 

 

Al Capp 

 

 Alfred Gerald Caplin known as Al Capp was a an OLD (59) cartoonist with a real chip on his 
shoulder and no way to get it off. n August 1919, at the age of nine, Capp was run down by 
a trolley car and had to have his left leg amputated, well above the knee.[2] According to his 
father Otto's unpublished autobiography, young Capp was not prepared for the amputation 
beforehand; having been in a coma for days, he suddenly awoke to discover that his leg was 
removed. He was eventually given a prosthetic leg, but only learned to use it by adopting a slow 
way of walking which became increasingly painful as he grew older. The childhood tragedy of 
losing a leg likely helped shape Capp’s cynical worldview, which, funny as it was, was certainly 
darker and more sardonic than that of the average newspaper cartoonist.” I was indignant as hell 
about that leg," he would reveal in a November 1950 interview in Time magazine.i 

When he arrived at the room I had positioned myself on the floor shooting up towards him , as he 
entered he looked down and snapped a shot of him. 

He started off in a sarcastically friendly manner with quips like “I’m sure we could be friends 
John”, then after a moment “ But let’s just see how this goes first before I jump into bed with 
YOU!” He went on and ridiculed or tried to ridicule John who was able to hold his own but when he 
began attaching Yoko calling her a Vietnamese Whore, Derek completely lost it and told Al to get 
the FUCK out of this room while he was still able. Al left and john turned and said “Shit that’s 
torn it, Roy would you and Nick and Mike Grab some roses and get out to the airport and apologise 
for Derek’s language. So that what we did see Figure 37 Nick and Mike ‘Interviewing’ Al Capp 
after John asked us to go and apologize to him. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tram
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Al_Capp#cite_note-2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_(magazine)
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Tommy Smothers 

Tommy had been a part of was a very popular left of center duo the Smothers Brothers, they had 
made their way up from stand-up at the comedy store in L.A. got noticed by someone and brought 
to that great sucking sound, TV and got really famous. Tommy appeared to the public to a liberal 
thinker but he and John were miles apart on the very most fundamental issues. Tommy was a 
racist he like white clean things. He had a sterling silver Cigarette case which was loaded with 
some of the finest Panama Red. This shit was so strong that after one puff, he and I were 
giggling away. Smothers is the owner of Remick Ridge Vineyards in Sonoma County, California. 

 He has never responded to any contact I made with him. He had a woman with him and I gather 
she was not his wife. He was a very pleasant fellow and a stoner as I had suspected we all hated 
the war except, Al Capp, and on that John and Tommy were in agreement it turned out that 
Tommy would have been embarrassed to be in public in his ‘Bed Clothes’.  

 

Petula Clark 

What wonderful memory, she came to the room dressed in a beautiful summer dress and looking 
very beautiful. I really had a crush on her. I had, had a crush on her for years ever since 
‘Downtown’ was a big hit. So seeing her was a real treat she is 15 years older than me but in our 
brief meeting she was so sweet. She invited me join her at her show in Montreal on the Friday 
coming. I was unable to attend but I’ll never forget the wonderful hug she gave me. 

 

Tim Leary 

Timothy Leary was an American psychologist from Massachusetts. He taught Psychology Harvard 
University in Boston. He and his associate Richard Alpert (Baba Ram Das ) carried out some very 
extensive studies to see if psychedelic  drugs could help certain mental disorders. He and I spent 
a day together wandering around Montreal. We went to Eaton’s were Tim bought some shoes. I 
was really cool watching the acid heads among the staff wandering bye and or coming over to Tim 
and saying hello. While I was with Tim I discussed some of his research and for me the most 
question, could I rely on the ideas that LSD gave me about my brain. I explained to Tim how I 
believed that LSD allowed the brain the freedom from restraint imposed by ‘normal’ 
consciousness.  We chatted but I found that he was paranoid, with good reason, the FBI was out 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Remick_Ridge_Vineyards
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sonoma_County,_California
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to get him he was under indictment for pot possession. Rosemary and Tim were on LSD . The day 
Tim arrived in Montreal word was gotten to John that Tim Leary wanted to meet. John asked me 
to call Tim’s room and invite him to come up at 7:30 pm. I called the room and Paul Williams (Craw 
daddy Magazine) answered. I asked to speak to Tim, Time got on the line and I invited him to 
come up. He was so high I could hear the high in his voice! When Tim came up they showed him 
into the 2nd room where I with about 90 other people. Tim looked across the room and mouthed 
“Hello, we’ll talk.” I got a buzz that run all the way to my toes. Then he came over and said Roy 
nice to meet you again. 

We had brought in some Buddhist prayer candles and turned the lights down in John’s room. I was 
straight but after about 10 minutes I was tripping Tim’s vibe was so strong and John experienced 
with LSD knew better that to have a conversation. Tim would say “Great Trip John” and John’s 
reply “Thanks just trying to do some good.” Tim stayed in the room till eleven. The next day Tim 
and Paul and Rosemary had our day together.  

Jacques Larue-Langlois , 

 Jacques Larue-Langlois , a staunch separatist and believer that it might be necessary to blow 
things up! Well John wasn’t having any of that crap! He berated Jacques and ridiculed the idea 
that violence was a solution for anything. By the time Jacques left John had thoroughly put 
Jacques down. Did it have any impact on Jacques outlook! The next year he was caught up in the 
sweep of the October Crisis, The imposition of the War Measures Act our equivalent of Marshall 
Law, he was arrested and charged with Conspiracy to commit kidnapping, sedition and other 
charges. He was a Journalist and teacher who left a strong and heartfelt philosophy of freedom 
at any cost. 
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What It Was Like What Happened What it’s Like Now  

On February 19, 2004 I got sober. I had started drinking seriously when I was 14 years old. I had 
moved with my brother to Montreal from Vancouver. We settled in the predominantly English 
area called the West Island. Pointe Claire. It was March 1964 and my folks had just split up. I 
was forced to leave the glorious BC weather and arrived to find the place dirty and muddy and 
strange. 

 I was getting angry and when I went to the local school and was told that I would be held back a 
grade I was furious. I wasn’t drinking when I arrived. But early in the next year I met G. G and I 
were to become best friends. G was the son of a concert musician, his mother had given him up 
for foster care when his dad left him and his brother. After several years he was adopted by his 
mother and her new husband. The damage was done and G or Gary was an angry guy too. How we 
met I don’t remember but soon we were taking 24 beers out into the woods and drinking them, 
before the dance. We would go to Phil’s tavern in Sainte Anne de Bellevue for ten cents you got a 
glass of beer. I got $5.00 allowance and I would drink 25 glasses of beer and stagger to the bus 
with G and go to the Bonaventure Curling club to the dance. There Gary would get into a fight and 
beat the crap out of some guy.  

The Club had a concrete floor and in the heat and humidity of the summer the floors got wet. 
Gary was a champion High School wrestler, and he would hand me his shoes and go pummel his 
adversary, usually the guy with the best looking girl, with whom Gary would go home. What 
happened inside those? I’ll never tell. He got the Matchless G80 Motorcycle, A massive 500cc 
British Single motocross bike, his love of 2 wheels was born, then the Glorious Norton 750 we 
went places. We hitchhiked trying to get to Syracuse NY., to see the Formula 1 race 1966 I was 
15 and we got turned back at the boarder because we walked to the frontier. We stopped on the 
bridge and sat down and had a picnic with a bottle of booze to was it down. Oh the adventure. 

Gary’s friends were my friends, Like Barry, Jimmy, Brian, Trace, we were immersed in music Jim 
went on to play bass for Brian’s Band April Wine, Tracey Heads up ‘Rational Youth’ .  

I met my dear friend Glen and The One armed Bandit or One arm or his given name Wayne . Glen 
is the son of a pilot, he and I and Gary spent many happy days doing drugs and drinking. Glen went 
on to work with the airlines starting in Frobisher Bay and ending in Vancouver with CP Airlines. He 
lives in Cancun, Mexico with his beautiful lady. Wayne  lost an arm. 

 He told me he was racing with a guy in his car in Ontario and he hit a train and was thrown out of 
the convertible and had his arm severed on the windshield frame, it didn’t matter how he lost it 
because if your ever with Wayne his lack of an arm is NO disability. He drove a high powered 
Plymouth Super Bee with a stick shift he could lock the steering wheel with his knee as he shifted 
with his left hand.  

https://www.google.ca/maps/place/Pointe-Claire,+QC/@45.4539983,-73.8125035,13z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x4cc93c3898196ee9:0xf8e34c86be96534d?hl=en
https://www.google.ca/maps/preview?q=sainte+anne+de+bellevue&ie=UTF-8&hq=&hnear=0x4cc938468751eb4b:0xa1e73ebd24ffd06a,Sainte-Anne-de-Bellevue,+QC&gl=ca&ei=T3u8U4jKI6O_igLf24CABw&ved=0CKoBEPIBMA8
http://www.aprilwine.ca/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadian_Pacific_Air_Lines
https://www.google.ca/maps?ion=1&espv=2&q=cancun+mexico&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=X&ei=79XnVKrONsfdoATOv4HIDg&ved=0CAgQ_AUoAQ
http://i2.photobucket.com/albums/y30/Mikeytee3333/0601mopp_17z1969_Dodge_Super_BeeDri.jpg
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At this point G had become a serious METH dealer. He had met some people in New York City 
where he had gone in 1968. He would get a kilo of speed cut it in half keep the pure ½ for himself 
and sell the kilo at a very big profit.  

I would drive him around and he paid me in speed. I didn’t want the speed so sold it to Wayne.  

Unfortunately that was the day he got raided and they found the once of speed I had fronted 
him.  

By the time John Lennon arrived in my life I was a weekend hippy, I did acid regularly and smoked 
hash I didn’t drink much but when I did I drank to get drunk.  

I married too young (21) and divorced 2 years later. I moved to Toronto in ’72, I had worked at 
Wm. Layton Audio™ and got a job (I always got a job) at a an audio shop, but I didn’t hold on to 
jobs, if did the work ½ as well as I did the interview I would be rich!  

My addictions were expressing themselves I would miss work cause I was high or hung over. I 
eventually took a job I couldn’t lose.  

I went to work for Pure Sound Audio™ on Wellesley Street. One of the owners was going to serve 
time for Drug charges and they needed someone to ‘manage’ the Store. I took the job it paid 
$150 a month room and board and drugs and booze. You can see were this was going I gave up a 
job at a high end audio store making $20,000 to making $1600 a  year.  

I stumbled along and met Barb in ’80. She became my second wife and she was wild and crazy like 
me and more she had a brilliant bay Ananda. She was just leaving her husband (his Idea) he was a 
brilliant (if you can call economists anything I guess he was brilliant).  

We settled down and she got me going on a better path. I got out of debt and I had a  step 
daughter. Life seemed great and it was. I was in the computer filed and I was making really good 
money but my addictive nature was going to ruin that. 

I was introduced to a Columbian couple and we got talking he was Gonzalo Robero and his 
statuesque wife. A month later Gonzalo who had said he was an engineer with Bombardier 
Aerospace, wanted a CAD computer my specialty! I went to his house to deliver the computer and 
set it up. When I finished we went downstairs to the den and had some wine. Gonzalo was from 
Cali and my friends from Pure Sound had gone there twice a year to bring back coke. I asked 
about the price in Cali for coke and he said “ You know cocaine? Maybe you know someone who 
would like to buy some?” I said how much he said, as he put a wrapped once in front of me “$1200 
and once.” My friend Wayne had a store just down the road so I said I know someone, Gonzalo 
said Here take this and he gave me an ounce. I left and went Wayne’s place and he bought the 
once for $1,800. Wayne wanted to know if there was any more like this I said I don’t know but 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methamphetamine
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would find out. I went back to Gonzalo’s and paid him and he said here and gave 4 more ounces of 
the finest cocaine I had ever seen outside Pure Sound Audio. I quickly sold the ounces (the next 
day). Then the next week Gonzalo said I should get away from the cocaine and I should introduce 
him to me buyers and he would pay me for each of the contacts I gave him. I did that and he gave 
me a kilo of cocaine! I no longer could sell to my friends and so began a decent into a hell I 
wouldn’t wish on anyone. 

Sure in the beginning it was wild. I decided to go back to Toronto and see if I would sell it there. 
Of course the partying was insane. I would have young girls doing anything I wanted to get high. 
My wife had become addicted and when I left home I left a half once with her. She would smoke 
(crack) and then go to my dealer in our home town and buy coke at street prices and not pay the 
bills. 

Eventually the supply ran out as it always does.  

About that time a girlfriend, Celine, drove me into the back of a parked transport truck. The bed 
of the truck took off half the roof my half, I was lying down in the front seat so the truck 
missed my head by about an inch. I was nearly killed. We had been driving to Celine’s mom’s house. 
She wanted me to drive but I was exhausted so she drove, angrily along. We passed a station 
wagon just before a hill that lead down to the flats it was on the flats were the truck was parked. 
When we slammed into the truck at 60 mph, we were catapulted over the road and flipped into 
the ditch on the   other side of the road. The following car stopped and there was a doctor and 
his wife in the car. The Doctor ran over and found Celine hanging from her seat belt uninjured. 
She was asking where’s my passenger (me) I had been thrown into the back of the car and was 
lying there dying. I wasn’t until the Doctor got to back of the car and found me that he realized I 
was his son. It took 90 minutes for the ambulance to arrive and dad told me that he didn’t go to 
the hospital because “At least I knew how you died” he was sure I wouldn’t make it. 

I struggled to recover but I didn’t give up my coke no sir. I had introduced Gonzalo to another 
lady dealer and in return she would give ¼ oz a week. Well one day when I got the last cheque 
from the insurance she took me to Dorval had me buy a one-way ticket to Vancouver and took my 
cash saying I’ll give it to when you get on the train. On the day the train was leaving she took me 
and some clothes and 40oz of vodka gave me my $2,000 and put me on the train. 

I had some pretty severe PTSD but I got some work and had some chances but I wasn’t finished 
with cocaine. Around 1999 I was dinking pretty steadily not daily but 2 times a week and I would 
as always get hammered, but I was drinking alone a lot of the time, buy 2001 I was drinking even 
more. My passed and in 2003 I received a small inheritance. I had big plans I would open an arts 
and crafts store in Price Rupert and get away from the drugs etc. but I didn’t do that. I started 
to party. I didn’t stop until I had spent every cent I had, had ruined my relationships with 
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everyone and been threatened at gun point in my apartment. I decided I needed to change I had 
had enough! 

I stole from family, friends wher ever I could get money to feed my addictive mind. 

On February 19 2004 I walked into the Innervisions Treatment and Recovery home in Port 
Coquitlam BC, and began a journey of discovery and wonder the of which even LSD couldn’t have 
foretold.  

For me the willingness to try anything and do anything I was told was there. I was sick and tired 
of being sick and tired. I was one of 44 guys in two homes and the interpersonal tensions were 
sometimes very heightened. We slept 4 to a room up at 7 am breakfast clean-up out to group 
sessions and Meetings. Eventually I began to see who this thing worked but it wasn’t until I 
learned how to stop my addictive thinking that I really began to enjoy my sobriety.  

I Finally Give Peace a Chance 

I was talking with my brother one day and he suggested that I look into Bryon Katie and her 
program called THE WORK™. I looked it up and she was talking about deciding what thought to 
believe and which ones to throw away or ignore. Thank you Byron Katie. I developed my own 
method of questioning my own thinking.  

This is very helpful in avoiding feelings of anxiety or depression. Depression can be liked to 
thinking about troubling unresolved memories from the past. The death of a loved one is an 
example. Once a realistic grieving time has passed some people persist in caring that grief on past 
its psychological benefit. Anxiety can be linked to thinking about a future event. Why do we get 
anxious, we are trying to resolve a problem that might come in the future. A simple example, 
speaking to a group of people. Why get anxious, after all you are a pure and perfect human, you 
can’t change what others think about you can only change how you think about other people. 

But how to stop the thinking?  

 

First start by sitting comfortably in a calm place and close your eyes and just try to concentrate 
on your breathing. Each time find yourself not thinking about your breathing acknowledge the 
though and go back to concentrating on your breathing. Do this for 10 breaths.  

I also employ the “What do you want?” statagey.  

If start to worry about how I’m going to pay a bill next month let’s say.  
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I ask myself some questions about this thought; 

1. Can I do anything about the issue right now!  NO 
2. Is worrying about it going to solve the problem!  NO 
3. What would my life be like if I didn’t worry about it?  I would be less 
anxious! 
4. Have I been able to solve problems like when I needed too?  Yes 

For this to work I need to make sure I will do what I have to do to resolve the issue and only 
when I am actively working on the problem will think about it. 

At this point you’ve neatly teased the worry apart and it has vanished from you mind. 

The only requirement is a desire to stop worrying and being unhappy. 

Sure I have to have a belief that things can get better. But as I practice some very fundamental 
concepts it is easier to for me to live day to day than it was when I was fearful, anxious, irritable 
and discontent.  

I start my day with a request that I might be given the strength to get through the day sober, 
happy and helpful in some way to my fellow humans and at night I close with a single word 
“THANKS”. 

If I’m thinking about what my plan is when someone is speaking them I’m not listening. 

I try to be were my hands are not where my head is. I had 54 years to prove that my plan is not a 
very good guide to living life. After all my very best plan took me to a recovery home! 

I control very little in this world. I can control my mind and if I don’t let my addiction out of the 
Irish Padded Room in my head, I can solve almost any problem. 

I picture my addiction as an impish leprechaun who’s shit the bed once too often and cannot EVER 
COME OUT TO PLAY AGAIN!! He was cute when he was small and even a lot of fun too but now 
he’s just too far gone. You see I am a pickle! Nothing other than a miracle will make me a 
cucumber. 
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CHANGE YOUR THINKING CHANGE THE WORLD 

Getting to the point my life truly changed required that I look at the harm I had done and make 
an amends to those people I had Harmed. 

I had to look at where I was angry and see what was my part in the problem, then forgive the 
person I was angry at and pray for them  to have all things I wanted. To look at people in a really 
different way. To stop thinking what I could get from people and start thinking what can I give to 
people. When a homeless asks for money I ask what do you want the money for? If they say food 
I take them to a restaurant buy them lunch and while they eat I tell about my recovery from 
homelessness and addiction. 

If someone asks for help I say yes as often as I can. 

I wrote down on a list all the people my behaviour had harmed and decided to apologise to them 
all. I went to as many people as I could and made an amends to them and to the ones who refused 
to ever see me aging I wrote a letter of apology. 

I confessed my wrongs to another person, in my case a monk at a local Abby. 

I keep track of what I am doing and saying and if I hurt someone in any way I apologise as quickly 
as possible. 

I’ll yell ‘Sorry out the window if I curse at another driver. 

I try not to think about what has happened because I can’t change the past. I try not to worry 
about the future because I don’t know if I’ll be alive tomorrow. All I truly have is this moment 
right now this day. 

I am happy I am alive. 

I so very grateful you read this book 

                                            

i Wikipedia 
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